Effective operations of hybrid-rocket extinction-reignition via oxidizer-mass-flow control
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The objective of this study is to reveal extinction-reignition ascendancy, which is one of the beneficial points of hybrid rocket, for expanding downrange and duration in the lower thermosphere in view of simple control of oxidizer mass flow. Swirling-flow oxidizer is furnished with solid fuel; we adopt polypropylene for solid fuel and liquid oxygen for oxidizer. A multidisciplinary design optimization has been implemented by using a hybrid evolutionary computation; data mining has been also conducted by using a scatter plot matrix to efficiently perceive the entire design space. It is consequently revealed that the hypothesis in the prior study is proved; extinction-reignition extends not only duration but also, downrange. Scatter plot matrix results express physical mechanisms of design-variable behaviors for the objective functions and also the roles of the design variables via bird's-eye visualization of the entire design space constitution.

1. Introduction

Single-stage rockets have been researched and developed for scientific observations and experiments of high-altitude zero-gravity condition, whereas multi-stage rockets have been for orbit injections of payloads. Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS)/Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) has been operating Kappa, Lambda, and Mu series rockets as the representatives of solid rocket to contribute to space science researches. Although Epsilon series began to be operated from September 2013, a next-generation rocket is necessary to fulfill higher-frequent and lower-cost space transportations.

Hybrid rocket engines (HREs) using different phases between fuel and oxidizer (solid fuel and liquid/gas oxidizer is generally used) have been researched and developed as an innovative technology in mainly the E.U. and the U.S. Each country has plans to adopt an HRE to a main engine of space transports because of several advantages: lower cost, higher safety (especially important for manned mission), and pollution free flight due to no gunpowder use. In contrast, disadvantages of HREs proceed from their combustion. Since HREs have low regression rate of solid fuel due to turbulent boundary layer combustion, the thrust of HREs is less than that of pure-solid/liquid engines which premixed combustion is implemented. Moreover, since the mixture ratio between solid fuel and liquid/gas oxidizer (O/F) is temporally fluctuated, thrust changes with time. Research topics of HREs are improving those performances via experiments.

Now in Japan, ISAS/JAXA recently researches HREs to develop a next-generation space transportation. Research topics are vaporization of liquid oxygen, advancement of exhaust velocity c′ efficiency, progress of regression rate, stable ignition, and numerical simulations of turbulent boundary layer combustion. In contrast, we will investigate hybrid-rocket ascendancy via design optimizations as a part of ISAS/JAXA’s hybrid rocket project. The objective of the design optimizations in this project is to quantitatively indicate hybrid-rocket advantage compared with the current rockets via design optimizations; multidisciplinary design requirements: chemical equilibrium, thrust, structural, aerodynamics, and trajectory analyses are driven. Furthermore, exhaustive design information will be obtained to additionally consider manufacturing, productive, and market factors for practical problems (optimization is difficult to deal with them due to the difficulty of quantitative definition).

Design informatics (DI) has essential for not only an operating system itself but also its applications to practical problems so that science contributes toward the real world. Results themselves do not possess versatility in application problems due to their particularity; system versatility is indeed critical in application problems because it is revealed that application range is expanded. Furthermore, the application results indicate the guidance for system improvements. In this study, we conceptually explore a design optimization of a single-stage sounding hybrid rocket using DI approach. The objective is that extinction-reignition advantage in the science mission for aurora observation on hybrid rocket will be quantitatively revealed. Since HREs are comparatively easy to perform multi-time ignition, extinction-reignition supremacy is especially predicted by using design informatics approach.

We researched step by step in the previous studies. As a first step, an optimization problem on single-time ignition, which is the identical condition of the current solid rocket, was defined to obtain the design information. As a second step, the implication of solid fuels in the performance of hybrid rocket was revealed because the regression rate is one of the key elements for hybrid-rocket performance. Finally, this study investigates an extinction-reignition sequence to reveal a hybrid-rocket ascendancy as multi-time ignition. We acquired a hypothesis regarding the difference between 1st and 2nd combustion characteris-
tics in the previous study for investigating extinction-reignition advantage on a hybrid rocket system. The objective of this study is to verify it.

The constitution of this paper is as follows. The optimization and data-mining techniques used in DI are explained in Chapter 2. The problem definition for designing a hybrid rocket are shown in Chapter 3. Optimization and data-mining results are revealed; the knowledge is also discussed in Chapter 4.

2. Problem definition

We consider a design optimization for a single-stage sounding hybrid rocket, simply composed of a payload chamber, an oxidizer tank, a combustion chamber, and a nozzle shown in Fig. 1. A launch vehicle for aurora scientific observation will be focused because more efficient sounding rockets are desired due to successful obtaining new scientific knowledge on the aurora observation by ISAS/JAXA in 2009. In addition, a single-stage hybrid rocket problem fits for resolving fundamental physics regarding HREs and for improving the problem definition.

The problem definition is identical with the previous study except for the design variables. Since the acquired hypothesis indicates that 2nd combustion should be feeble to merely sustain vehicle gross weight, we anew prepare design variables regarding oxidizer mass flow for each combustion.

2.1. Objective functions

Three objective functions are defined. First objective is maximizing the downrange in the lower thermosphere (90 to 150 [km]) $R_d$ [km] (obj1). Second is maximizing the duration in the lower thermosphere $T_d$ [sec] (obj2). It recently turns out that atmosphere has furious and intricate motion in the lower thermosphere due to energy injection, from which derives aurora, from high altitude. The view of these objective functions is to secure the horizontal distance and time for competitively observing atmospheric temperature and the wind so that thermal energy balance is elucidated on atmospheric dynamics. Third objective is minimizing the initial gross weight of launch vehicle $M_{\text{gross}}(0)$ [kg] (obj3), which is generally the primary proposition for space transportation.

2.2. Design variables

We use 10 design variables: oxidizer mass flow on 1st combustion $\dot{m}_{\text{ox}}^{(1)}$ [kg/sec] (dv1), oxidizer mass flow on 2nd combustion $\dot{m}_{\text{ox}}^{(2)}$ [kg/sec] (dv2), fuel length $L_{\text{fuel}}$ [m] (dv3), initial radius of port $r_{\text{port}}(0)$ [m] (dv4), total combustion time $t_{\text{burn}}$ [sec] (dv5), first combustion time $t_{\text{burn}}^{(1)}$ [sec] (dv6), extinction time from the end of first combustion to the beginning of 2nd combustion $t_{\text{ex}}$ [sec] (dv7), initial pressure in combustion chamber $P_{c}(0)$ [MPa] (dv8), aperture ratio of nozzle $\varepsilon$ [-] (dv9), and elevation at launch time $\phi(0)$ [deg] (dv10).

We set two combustion times as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
& t_{\text{burn}}^{(1)} = \frac{t_{\text{burn}}^{(\text{total})}}{1 - \varepsilon} - t_{\text{burn}}^{(1)}, \\
& t_{\text{burn}}^{(2)} = \frac{t_{\text{burn}}^{(\text{total})}}{1 - \varepsilon} - t_{\text{burn}}^{(1)} - t_{\text{burn}}^{(2)}. \\
& t_{\text{burn}}^{(\text{total})} = \frac{t_{\text{burn}}^{(1)} + t_{\text{burn}}^{(2)}}{\varepsilon}.
\end{align*}
$$

Under $t_{\text{burn}}^{(\text{total})} < t_{\text{burn}}^{(1)}$ condition, it is defined that $t_{\text{burn}}^{(1)}$ is set to be $t_{\text{burn}}^{(\text{total})}$ and second-time combustion is not performed. Note that there is no constraint except upper/lower limits of each design variable summarized in Table 1. These upper/lower values are exhaustively covering the region of the design space which is physically admitted. When there is a sweet spot (the region that all objective functions proceed optimum directions) in the objective-function space, the exploration space would intentionally become narrow due to the operation of range adaptation on the evolutionary computation.

2.3. Evaluation method of hybrid rocket

First of all, $O/F(t)$ is computed by the following equation.

$$
O/F(t) = \frac{\dot{m}_{\text{ox}}(t)}{\dot{m}_{\text{fuel}}(t)},
$$

where $\dot{m}_{\text{ox}}(t)$ is set from dv1 and dv2 as well as

$$
\dot{m}_{\text{fuel}}(t) = 2\pi r_{\text{port}}(t)\rho_{\text{fuel}}(t)\frac{d}{d\text{port}(t)},
$$

$r_{\text{port}}(t)$ is port radius [m] at $t$, $L_{\text{fuel}}$ describes fuel length, and $\rho_{\text{fuel}}$ is fuel density [kg/m³]. $r_{\text{port}}(t)$ describes the regression rate. Note that since HREs perform no premixed combustion which conventional rocket engine implements but turbulent boundary layer combustion, $O/F(t)$ is not constant but timely fluctuated. After that, an analysis of chemical equilibrium is performed by using NASA-CEA (chemical equilibrium with applications), then trajectory, thrust, aerodynamic, and structural analyses are respectively implemented. A body is assumed as rigidity. As the time step is set to be 0.5 [sec], it takes roughly 10 [sec] for an individual evaluation on a general desktop computer.

A combustion chamber is filled with solid fuel with a single port at the center to supply oxidizer. As the regression rate to the radial direction $r_{\text{port}}(t)$ [m/sec] generally governs thrust power of HREs, it is a significant parameter. This study uses the following experimental model:

$$
\dot{r}_{\text{port}}(t) = a_{\text{fuel}} \times G_{\text{fuel}}^{(\text{total})}(t) = a_{\text{fuel}} \times \left( \frac{\dot{m}_{\text{ox}}(t)}{\pi r_{\text{port}}(t)} \right)^{n_{\text{fuel}}},
$$

where $G_{\text{fuel}}(t)$ is oxidizer mass flux [kg/m²/sec], $a_{\text{fuel}}$ [m/sec] and $n_{\text{fuel}}$ [-] are the constant values experimentally determined by fuels. Swirling oxidizer flow is carried out; we adopt liquid oxygen for oxidizer and polypropylene as thermoplastic resin for solid fuel. Experiments$^{10, 11}$ respectively indicate $a_{\text{fuel}} = 8.26 \times 10^{-5}$ [m/sec] and $n_{\text{fuel}} = 0.5500$ [-] for polypropylene.
3. Design informatics

DI is essential for practical design problems. Although solving design optimization problems is important under multidiscipline consideration on engineering, the most significant part of the process is the extraction of useful knowledge of the design space from results of optimization runs. The results produced by multiobjective optimization (MOO) are not an individual optimal solution but rather an entire set of optimal solutions due to tradeoffs. That is, MOO results are not sufficient from the practical point of view as designers need a conclusive shape and not the entire selection of possible optimal shapes. But optimal-solution sets produced by an MOO can be considered a hypothetical design database for design space. Thereupon, data mining techniques can be applied to a hypothetical database to acquire not only useful design knowledge but also structurizing and visualizing design space for conception support. This approach was suggested as DI.

The goal of this approach is the conception support for designers to materialize innovation. This methodology is constructed by three essences: problem definition, efficient optimization, and data mining for structurization and visualization of design space. A design problem including objective functions, design variables, and constraints, is strictly defined in view of the background physics for several months. Note that problem definitions are the most important process because it directly gives effects on design space qualities. If we garrulously define a problem, unnecessary evolutionary exploration should be performed; needless mining will be also carried out because it is conceived to be low-quality design space. Then, optimization is implemented to acquire nondominated solutions (quasi-Pareto solutions) to become hypothetical database. Finally, data mining is implemented for this database to obtain design information. Mining has a postprocess role for optimization. Mining results might include significant knowledge for next design phase and also becomes the material to redefine a design problem.

3.1. Optimization method

DI second phase is optimization; we use evolutionary computations (ECs). Although we can employ a surrogate models; the radial basis function and the Kriging model, which is a response surface model developed in the field of spatial statistics and geostatistics, we will not select them because they are generally difficult to deal with a large number of design variables. In addition, we would like to generate a hypothesis database using exact solutions. We also employ ECs so that plural individuals are parallel conducted. We use a hybrid EC between the differential evolution (DE) and the genetic algorithm (GA).

First, multiple individuals are generated randomly as an initial population. Then, objective functions are evaluated for each individual. The population size is equally divided into subpopulations between DE and GA. New individual candidates generated via DE and GA are combined. The nondominated solutions in the combined population are archived in common. Note that only the archive data is in common between DE and GA. The respective optimization methods are independently performed in the hybrid EC.

The hybrid EC is a real-coded optimizer. Although GA is based on the real-coded NSGA-II (the elitist nondominated sorting genetic algorithm), it is made several improvements on to be progressed with the diversity of solutions. Fonseca’s Pareto ranking and the crowding distance are used for fitness values. The stochastic universal sampling is employed for parents selection. Crossover rate is 100%; the principal component analysis blended crossover-α (PCABLX) and the confidence interval based crossover using $L_2$ norm (CIX) are used because of the high performance for convergence and diversity as well as the strength for noise. The subpopulation size served by GA is equally divided for these two crossovers. Mutation rate is set to be constant as the reciprocal of the number of design variables. For alternation of generations, we employ a cross-generational elitist selection model, which uses the crowding distance for clustering; it selects $N$ solutions from all parents and offspring. Thereupon, candidates of the next generation are $2N$. We will estimate fitness to be low for maintaining diversity if crowding distances are small due to falling into local optima. DE is used as the revised scheme for multiobjective optimization from DE/rand/1/bin scheme. The scaling factor $F$ is set to be 0.5. The hybrid EC has a range-adaptation function, which changes the search region according to the statistics of better solutions, for all design variables. Range adaptatations are implemented at every 20 generations.

3.2. Data mining

DI third phase is data mining. Scatterplot matrix (SPM) or be simply named scatterplots remains one of the general vi-
Fig. 2. Plots of nondominated solutions derived by optimization, (a) plotted in the three-dimensional objective-function space (red) and their plots projected onto two dimensions, (b) plots projected onto two dimension between $R_d$ (obj1) and $T_d$ (obj2) (light green), (c) plots projected onto two dimension between $T_d$ (obj2) and $M_{tot}(0)$ (obj3) (light blue), and (d) plots projected onto two dimension between $R_d$ (obj1) and $M_{tot}(0)$ (obj3) (blue).

Note that gray-colored plots represent the results of previous work in view of no oxidizer-mass-flow control.

Visual descriptions for multidimensional data due to its simplicity. SPM is available to simultaneously visualize multidimensional data constructed by all of objective functions and design variables like as a bird’s-eye view. Other data-mining techniques which have flexibility and effective visual expressiveness exist. However, we merely select SPM so that we will obtain first-step design information via observing design-space overview.

4. Results

4.1. Optimization results

Population size in the hybrid EC uses 18 individuals; we perform until 4,500 generations because hypervolume is converged. Figure 2 shows the optimization result. Figure 2(a) indicates consequently obtained nondominated solutions in the objective-function space. We can confirm that the present result improves all objective functions and expands the feasible region compared with the former result which the problem gave a same oxidizer mass flow for 1st and 2nd combustions. Note that red plot denotes the present result; gray plot describes the former results. We observe the figure to project the nondominated solutions onto 2 dimensions so that we will confirm the detailed nondominated-solution structure.

Figure 2(b) shows 2 dimensional plots between $R_d$ and $T_d$. This figure indicates the difference of philosophy for between extending $R_d$ and $T_d$; we cannot simultaneously fulfill both. Although the previous study did not realize $R_d$ expansion, oxidizer-mass-flow control can achieve; the extension rate is roughly 70%. Moreover, it is considerable that $T_d$ is approximately mere constant value at that time due to high horizontal velocity. In contrast, we can expand $T_d$ using oxidizer-mass-flow control rather than the previous upper limit, but the extending effect for $T_d$ is smaller than that for $R_d$: roughly 10%.

Figure 2(c) shows 2 dimensional plot between $T_d$ and $M_{tot}(0)$. This figure describes the specific nondominated surface which generates a difference in level near 225 [sec], i.e., we should different design strategies in the feasible regions between under $T_d$ of 225 [sec] and over that of 225 [sec]. Extinction-reignition is
Fig. 3. Scatterplots of the optimization results and their correlation coefficients. The upper/lower values of the axes of the design variables on graphs are set to be the upper/lower limits of each design variables shown in Table 1. Plots are colored by $R_d$ as obj1, each block is colored by the absolute value of their correlation coefficients. “dv*” denotes dv5−dv6, i.e., 2nd combustion time $t^{(2nd)}$; dv* range is from 0 to 50 [sec].

not performed under $T_d$ of 225 [sec] or lower condition; it is implemented under $T_d$ of 225 [sec] or upper condition. Both of the regions have a tradeoff, but we should permit drastic $M_{tot}(0)$ rise so that we effectively employ extinction-reignition. Furthermore, inclination $\frac{\partial M_{tot}(0)}{\partial T_d}$, which describes the growth rate of $M_{tot}(0)$ for $T_d$, becomes larger than single ignition case under extinction-reignition condition. We should abandon $M_{tot}(0)$ restriction for extending $T_d$ using extinction-reignition.

Figure 2(d) shows 2 dimensional plot between $R_d$ and $M_{tot}(0)$. It is considerable that oxidizer-mass-flow control in extinction-reignition fulfills $R_d$ expansion to restrain $M_{tot}(0)$ increase rather than extending $T_d$. Moreover, when we compare single ignition and extinction-reignition, inclination $\frac{\partial M_{tot}(0)}{\partial R_d}$, which denotes an increasing rate of $M_{tot}(0)$ for $R_d$ gain, is approximately continuous.

4.2. Data mining results

Since we already performed the detailed consideration and discussion regarding the behavior of each design variable in design space on the previous study 7), we will consider to focus on the behavior of oxidizer mass flow for 1st and 2nd combustion which re-define in the present study. According to the hypothesis which we obtained from the data-mining result in the previous study to define oxidizer mass flow constant 7), the hybrid EC will actively employ extinction-reignition, however, the characteristics between 1st and 2nd combustions are entirely different; 1st needs powerful combustion to launch a body to the
lower thermosphere; 2nd requires feeble combustion to merely sustain vehicle gross weight. SPM shown in Fig. 3 demonstrates that 1st combustion needs a large value of oxidizer mass flow for maximizing Rₜ and Tₑ as well as generating substantial thrust. In contrast, 2nd combustion restrains a small number of oxidizer mass flow so that a hybrid rocket requires the combustion to generate minimum thrust for holding up its weight. That is, it is considerable that the hypothesis is correct.

5. Conclusions

We have studied the effective operations of hybrid-rocket extinction-reignition using oxidizer-mass-flow control via design informatics. The results consequently indicate that we have each appropriate setting for 1st and 2nd combustions; 1st needs powerful combustion to launch a body to the lower thermosphere; 2nd requires feeble combustion to merely sustain vehicle gross weight. Even if we perform no complicated but simple control of oxidizer mass flow to be respectively constant values for each combustion, oxidizer-mass-flow control is useful for effective operations of a hybrid-rocket system.
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